Make your bed
design unique...
… add value for the end-user via the TWINDRIVE® accessories

www.linak.com/homeline

Deﬁne and brand your bed
with TWINDRIVE® Accessories

Massage Motor

TWINDRIVE accessories set your bed apart with
unique value adding features. Features ensuring
differentiation and branding and at the same
time, comfort and value for the end-user.
With TWINDRIVE accessories you can create
a more streamlined look by integrating USB
connectors into the bed to charge laptops and
mobile phones thus avoiding additional chargers.
And, use an Apple device as hand control for the
complete bed by connecting a Bluetooth2LIN
box and download the LINAK Bed Control app.
Through plug & play simplicity it is easy to bring
light to the bed via the LED Lightbox or integrate
massage motors on the bed – without adding an
extra control box or wiring.
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It is possible to adjust your TWINDRIVE bed with a
smartphone. Connect the Bluetooth2LIN box directly
to the TWINDRIVE motor unit, download the LINAK
Bed Control app from App Store in order to control
the complete bed via an iPhone, an iPad or an iPod.
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The USB connector opens the door to the world of
accessories with an USB plug. Avoid cables – charge
the smartphone or tablet via the USB connector.

The DC connector box makes it possible to connect
any standard unit with a DC plug, e.g. a LED light
rail, which can then be switched on and off via the
standard control.

Terms of use
The user is responsible for determining
the suitability of LINAK products for a
specific application. LINAK takes great
care in providing accurate and up-todate information on its products. However,
due to continuous development in order
to improve its products, LINAK products
are subject to frequent modifications and
changes without prior notice. Therefore,
LINAK cannot guarantee the correct
and actual status of said information on
its products. While LINAK uses its best
efforts to fulfil orders, LINAK cannot, for
the same reasons as mentioned above,
guarantee the availability of any particular
product. Therefore, LINAK reserves the
right to discontinue the sale of any product
displayed on its website or listed in its
catalogues or other written material drawn
up by LINAK.

For further info on the TWINDRIVE
accessories, please visit our website:
www.linak.com/homeline

All sales are subject to the Standard
Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For
a copy hereof, please contact LINAK.

Download the LINAK Bed
Control from App Store
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